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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

SOLARC is pleased to present this facility assessment of the City of Lake Oswego 

Maintenance Services Department. This assessment is a subset of work as part of 

a Master Planning effort for the Maintenance Services Department. The report is 

prepared ahead of the fi nal master planning effort at the request of the City of Lake 

Oswego. This report will be included in the fi nal master planning document. While the 

report may be modifi ed as new information is acquired and reformatted in the fi nal 

master planning document, the general fi ndings stated herein are published for use 

and consideration by the City.

The primary intent of this assessment is to evaluate the current building(s) and 

site for their serviceability and ability to support the functions of the Lake Oswego 

Maintenance Services Department as the City itself prepares for future growth. This 

report will be used as part of the master planning effort general recommendations to 

inform the development of a comprehensive master plan that meets the needs of the 

Maintenance Services Department.

For this evaluation we used previous studies as well as our own research and 

assessment. Our assessment included interviews and observations but did not include 

any sub-surface investigations. 

2.0 SITE ASSESSMENT

The existing Maintenance Services Department is located on an approximately 6.3 

acre site with the main entrance located at 5705 Jean Road. The site has access to 

three roads including Jean Road, Willow Lane and Pilkington Road. The major access 

to the site is off of Jean Road through an ingress/egress point that is shared by both 

the public and the maintenance facility staff. Staff use includes both private vehicles 

and facility vehicles. The major elements of the site include staff parking, vehicle and 

equipment storage, maintenance administration building, parks maintenance/storage 

building, police evidence building, parks department building, truck storage building, 

fueling station, truck wash pad, soil storage bins, skate park, storm water retention 

pond and on grade material storage. The site assessment is as follows:
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Site Capacity/Circulation
The site as currently used is at capacity. To accommodate the inevitable growth that 

will be required of the Maintenance Services Department to meet the needs of the 

City of Lake Oswego, the site and buildings will need to be re-designed to maximize 

effi ciency and improve circulation while providing buildings designed for the issues 

of the 21st century. This includes buildings that are energy effi cient and constructed 

to last at least 50 years. In order to maximize the effi ciency of the site, buildings will 

need to be two stories or one story with mezzanines to allow for most materials that are 

currently stored on grade to be stored over other functions, thus freeing up valuable 

ground space for circulation and buildings. Previous studies suggest that the current 

site may not be large enough for the Maintenance Services Department. This subject 

will be fully explored in the master planning process.

Site Zoning
The site is zoned PF/PNA. In its current confi guration the site is non-conforming in 

that the building(s) and open space do not meet the current codes. The two major 

issues as defi ned by the Municipal code are the requirements for open space under 

Article 50.47 and the requirement that a public entrance be located within 30 feet of 

the street under Article 50.45. Any improvements, alterations, and additions to the 

existing building(s) will require submission and approval of a master plan that meets 

the requirements of the codes. While the planning codes are open to interpretation, 

our meeting with the planning staff in May 2008 led us to the understanding that the 

site will need to dedicate 20 percent of its land to provide screening, landscaping 

and buffering (50.47). We understood that we may be able to obtain a variance from 

complying with Article 50.45 for building location if we keep the maintenance building 

in its existing location. This variance will be harder to justify if during the master 

planning effort, an alternate location for the building is selected.

Site Access/ Staff Parking/Security
While the ingress/egress is large enough to accommodate both types of traffi c - public 

access and the staff/fl eet access, this arrangement is not desirable as it is impossible 

to control public access to the working area of the site, and the dual access point 

creates an unsafe situation between the public and private functions. For safety and 

security the public access and the staff/fl eet access need to be separated. Gates with 

access control need to be installed to control the access to the maintenance buildings 

and yard.
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Fleet Parking
The fl eet is parked in both surface parking and covered parking. The parking 

capacity is not adequate to meet expected growth without reorganizing the site and 

re-capturing valuable ground space by providing above ground storage capacity for 

stored materials. Ideally all parking would be covered as covered parking improves 

vehicle life span and reduces labor costs, by shortening “warm-up” time.

Skate Park
The skate park is an incongruent use with the use of the Maintenance Services 

Department. While currently a good fence creates a safe and effective barrier between 

the park site and maintenance site, ultimately this land is needed to provide for future 

needs of the Maintenance Services Department. It is recommended that this land be 

reincorporated for maintenance use and operations.

Police Evidence Building
Like the skate park the police evidence building is an incongruent use for this site. 

Additionally the building location interferes with developing a site that is planned 

to maximize effi ciency and support the functions of the Maintenance Services 

Department. It is recommended that this function be moved off-site such that facility 

operations can be optimized.

Truck Wash Pad
The truck wash pad does not meet current codes; it is uncovered and the waste goes 

into the stormwater system. Waste water from truck washing is required to go into a 

sanitary line and additionally is required to be covered. Current best practices utilize a 

truck washing system that recycles waste water thus saving on water costs.

Stormwater Retention Pond
The stormwater retention pond is well suited to meet the municipal stormwater quality 

discharge requirements. The system can remain more or less as is and support 

a redeveloped site. Due to the value of the land, it may be desirable however to 

investigate an underground, structured system to free up the land for development. 

This needs to be investigated during development of the master plan.

Fueling Station
The fueling station is in a less than optimal location in that queuing for fuel interferes 

with site access and blocks the entrance to vehicle maintenance. 
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3.0 MAINTENANCE BUILDING / OFFICE BUILDING ASSESMENT

The Maintenance Building has an approximate foot print of 11,600 square feet and 

houses the receptionist, directors/supervisors offi ces, lunch room, employee lockers, 

restrooms, sign shop, weld shop, vehicle maintenance shop, mezzanine storage and 

meeting room. The building was designed in 1979 and is a combination wood framed 

structure and Pre-Engineered Metal Building (PEMB). It is classifi ed under the 2007 

OSSC as a Type V-B Sprinkled building. Over time wood framed walls and mezzanines 

have been constructed inside the metal building envelope to create storage and 

interior offi ces. While the building is usable and will remain so for some time, it clearly 

is dated, does not meet current codes, is not large enough to accommodate all the 

staff and is functionally inadequate to serve the needs of the departments which rely 

on this building for support. The Maintenance Building assessment is as follows:

Functionality
The building houses vehicle maintenance. The doors to vehicle maintenance • 

face a direction such that larger trucks cannot access vehicle bays. The bays 

are not drive through, again severely constraining functionality. There is no 

overhead crane, vehicle lift(s), lubrication system or ventilation system. Parts 

storage is located in wood framed mezzanines that do not meet code. A 

separate welding shop exists for small items, but there is no code compliant 

capacity to weld on larger vehicles or parts. There is no drainage system in the 

service bays. Providing a proper vehicle maintenance shop that is larger is a 

high priority consideration. This will require a new shop with drive through bays.

The building houses the changing area and lockers. There is no • 

separate room for changing, and lockers are located in open 

hallways. Additionally, there is no dry room for wet gear.

The building houses the supervisor’s offi ces. Two offi ces are currently located • 

under the wood framed mezzanines. These offi ces do not meet code in 

that they have no access to either natural or mechanical ventilation.

There is currently no loading dock or suffi cient means • 

to receive, ship and store large parts.

The toilet rooms do not meet ADA requirements for accessibility.• 

Size
In any organization ideally all departments are “under one roof”. The • 

building does not meet this basic need in that it is not large enough to 

accommodate all departments and staff. Currently some of the Parks 

maintenance group is located in a pair of modular buildings near the middle 

of the site. The separate location of the Parks Department is a detriment 

to good communication between the director, supervisors and staff. 
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As identifi ed, the building does not have a meeting area large • 

enough to accommodate training and all the staff. 

Code Compliance
The lateral system does not meet current code requirements for restraint • 

during a seismic event. Additionally, the 2001 Municipal Buildings 

Plan document identifi ed that required to support the function of the 

Maintenance Services Department as a fi rst responder the vehicle storage 

building needs to be designed to meet the seismic requirements for 

immediate occupancy requiring that the building is fully functional and 

usable during a seismic event. It does not meet this requirement.

Use of welding equipment requires that a space be designated as an • 

H Occupancy. This requires a one hour separation between the offi ces 

and vehicle maintenance shop. This separation does not exist.

The building envelope does not meet current Oregon Energy Code R-values • 

for walls, roofs, doors, and windows causing increased operation costs 

over a code compliant building. While not a code issue, the roof leaks.

The mezzanine storage framing system does not have the capacity • 

to meet the minimum loading requirements of providing 125 PSF. 

While the mezzanines are signed with the designated maximum 

loading allowed, unless each item is weighed it is impossible to 

determine when the maximum loading has been exceeded.

Mechanical Systems
The vehicle maintenance shop does not have a mechanical ventilation • 

system. Additionally, contaminated air from shop space is infi ltrating the 

offi ce area. (see appended report dated September 4, 2008) A ventilation 

system in the vehicle maintenance shop area is required for the health 

and safety of employees who work in this area. Air from this space needs 

to be prevented from entering the offi ce spaces. While plans are being 

developed to mitigate these defi ciencies, ultimately a fully integrated 

mechanical system and separation between the offi ces and shop 

space is required to ensure good indoor environmental air quality. 

The shop welders do not have exhaust capability• 

Currently, there is no vehicle exhaust system, however, it is • 

anticipated that a system will be installed by the end of 2008. This 

system is being designed so it can be relocated to a new vehicle 

maintenance facility, when it is designed and constructed.

The vehicle maintenance shop has no fl oor drains and oil • 

interceptors. It does not meet code in this regard.
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The offi ce mechanical system is also under review. It has not been • 

functioning effectively and after initial duct repairs it’s air fl ow is being 

evaluated for adequacy relative to OSHA air replacement requirements. 

Electrical Systems
A 400 amp generator serves the facility. This generator is connected to the main panel 

via a 200 amp transfer switch. The transfer switch is undersized. Being ahead of the 

main breaker, it is also in the wrong location; there is no way to work on or remove or 

disconnect the switch without having the Utility shut off power. 

Recommendation
The City of Lake Oswego Municipal Buildings Plan published in March 2001 estimated 

the cost of repairing the defi ciencies with the cost of replacement and determined 

the cost of repairing the defi ciencies to be three times the cost of replacement. 

Replacement costs versus repair costs will be verifi ed during the master planning 

process, however, given the functionality requirements it is very likely that the most 

cost effective solution is a new maintenance building. This recommendation is 

consistent with previous assessments and studies

4.0 VEHICLE STORAGE BARN BUILDING

The vehicle storage barn building is an un-insulated pole barn building of 

approximately 11,000 square feet. It was constructed in 1976 and is wood framed with 

a metal skin. The building is classifi ed under the 2007 OSSC as a Type V-B Sprinkled 

building. The building houses vehicles, small equipment storage, miscellaneous 

storage and the wood shop. Part of the building is heated. The building is marginally 

functional. The storage barn building is as follows:

Functionality
The building primarily house vehicles and protects them from the weather. In this 

regard the building is functional.

Size
While the building is sized appropriately for vehicle storage, more raw building or 

building area is required to house the entire vehicle maintenance fl eet. In this regard 

the building is not in the most desirable location to optimize the site.

Code Compliance
The lateral system does not meet current code requirements for restraint • 

during a seismic event. Additionally, the 2001 Municipal Buildings 
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Plan document identifi ed that -- required to support the function of 

the maintenance department as a fi rst responder the vehicle storage 

building needs to be designed to meet the seismic requirements for 

immediate occupancy requiring that the building is fully functional and 

usable during a seismic event. It does not meet this requirement.

The wood shop is in the vehicle storage barn building. While • 

this is allowed, there is no dust collection system or ventilation 

system as required to comply with codes for wood shops.

The building lacks proper egress doors.• 

The vehicle storage barn building has no fl oor drains and oil • 

interceptors. It does not meet code in this regard.

The building envelope does not meet current Oregon Energy • 

Code R-values for walls, roofs, doors, and windows causing 

increased operation costs over a code compliant building

Recommendation
While the building is functional, it has extremely low value. As a one story building it 

is unsuited for a site that will need to maximize space by gaining as much two story 

space as possible. This building should be moved or demolished if overall effi ciencies 

are to be gained in the site plan, including better use of space and improved site 

circulation.

5.0 CONCLUSION

The site and major permanent structures were designed approximately 30 years 

ago and have reached the end of their useful life. The use of the facility and the 

number of personnel has increased over the years with no corresponding increase or 

improvement in infrastructure. While the facility and buildings are functional they do 

not adequately serve the needs of the City of Lake Oswego Maintenance Services 

Department. The site is small given the intensity of use and number of fl eet vehicles 

and trucks. Better site utilization is required if this site is to be used as the Department 

location for the next thirty years.

The March 2001 City of Lake Oswego Buildings Plan identifi ed the cost to repair 

or mitigate defi ciencies of the existing infrastructure as greater than the cost of 

replacement. A full comprehensive master planning effort is currently underway with a 

completion date of December 2008. This plan will include a design of the site that will 

serve the Department for the next thirty years, consideration of other sites that may be 

available, comparative cost analyses of the options and a plan for implementation. 
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Memorandum 
Date: September 4, 2008 

To: Elizabeth Papadopoulos 

From: Peter Stevens 

CC: Dan Nicholson, Galen Ohmart 

Re: Lake Oswego Maintenance Facility - Exhaust and HVAC Upgrades Analysis Statement 
 
 

 
On August 14 and 26 we conducted surveys of the vehicle maintenance shop and offices to study three 
issues: fume and exhaust migration from the shops into the offices, replacing the vehicle exhaust system 
and the general ventilation needs of the vehicle maintenance shop.  The following narrative describes 
the three issues and possible solutions.  Probable costs are included here.  Schematic mechanical plans 
indicating the changes proposed are attached. 
 
Office Air Quality 
 
The office HVAC system seems to be deficient in delivering adequate supply air to some of the spaces.  
We are aware that there are broken and leaky ducts and that the City is in the process of selecting a 
contractor to repair the ductwork and rebalance the system.  After that work is completed a more 
accurate assessment of the effectiveness of the HVAC units can be made.  
 
We received comments that the office spaces at times felt stuffy.  We performed an analysis of the office 
space to determine the ventilation requirements to meet ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2004.  For this analysis 
we made assumptions of the occupancy and the air volume delivered to each space.  For AC-1, which 
serves the west half of the building, the calculated minimum outside air fraction is 13% (180 cfm).  For 
AC-2 the minimum is 10% (140 cfm).  The higher fraction for AC-1 accounts for the higher occupancies 
of the Break Room and Conference room.  That these areas are not occupied all the time is accounted 
for in the calculations.  These values are minimums, and we recommend that when the systems are 
rebalanced, these values be met or exceeded.   
 
We found that the outside air intake to both AC-1 and AC-2 were too close to both plumbing vents and 
the toilet exhaust.  The Oregon Mechanical Specialty Code requires intake openings to be a minimum of 
10 feet horizontally from plumbing vents, or two feet below.  We recommend that the exhaust ducts be 
extended so they are 2 feet above the intake openings and that the plumbing vents be extended over to 
the wall and up, terminating 2 feet above the intake opening elevation. 
 
We also noticed that the return air electrostatic filters need cleaning.  Maintaining the filters here and in 
the units themselves will save energy and allow the fans to deliver more air. 
 
The issue of air migration from the shop area into the offices can be addressed most effectively by 
pressurizing the office area relative to the outside (and shops).  Maintaining this pressure differential 
requires tight door seals and the continuous operation of the HVAC fans which introduce outside air into 
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the office space.  Increasing the outside air fraction (to15 or 20%) will help with the pressurization.  
Though there would be some energy penalty during times of extreme temperature due to the increased 
amount of cold or hot air introduced into the building, we recommend that the outside air fraction be set 
to 15% (200 cfm) for each unit.  These units have rather simple control dampers, so we suggest the 
balancing contractor determine the air quantity at the current setting - the first stage, marked “1/3” - and 
if this is not sufficient, open the damper to the “2/3” position. 
 
We noticed ceiling exhaust fans in several of the rooms and were told that these are not typically used.  
Operating these fans will only exacerbate the problem with the building pressurization.  It is our 
recommendation that they be removed or at least disabled.    
 
Running the HVAC fans during occupied hours is necessary to accomplish the required building 
pressurization and deliver fresh air to the interior spaces.  We were told that during mild seasons the 
HVAC fans are typically shut off and windows are opened.  The wind driven pressure differential across 
the building can be substantial, and with both the shop overhead doors and office windows open, there 
is a large potential for air infiltration from the shops into the office.  At these times, it is recommended 
that the office windows be closed and the more controlled ventilation from the HVAC fans be used.  
When and if the HVAC units are replaced, the addition of a modulating economizer is strongly 
recommended, as this will allow for space conditioning with outside air in the mild seasons. 
 
An improvement on the isolation of the shop areas from the office could be accomplished by 
establishing vestibules between the office and shop.  Office 10 acts as a vestibule on the east side of 
the office.  Closing both the door to the shop and the door to the corridor will improve the separation.    
Also, by adding a small fan to transfer air from the office and deliver it directly to the vestibule area will 
help to pressurize this space.  An air volume of 200 to 250 cfm is recommended here to account for the 
exhaust fan in the server closet.  This east vestibule is the most critical as it adjoins the vehicle 
maintenance area directly.  Creating a vestibule at the west end of the building could be accomplished 
by adding a door at the end of the corridor to the toilet rooms.  Another possibility is building an 
enclosure on the shop side of the west door, but there are clearance issues with the hand wash sink 
there.  In either case there are accessibility issues that will need to be explored.  The middle door 
serving the Break Room could be shut, sealed and not used. 
 
Recommendations: 

1. Seal all doors to the exterior and to the shop with weather-stripping. 
Estimated Cost: $200 

2. Extend exhaust and plumbing vents. 
Estimated Cost: $500 

3. Establish proper minimum ventilation.   
Estimated Cost: $0 

4. Maintain HVAC air filters  
Estimated Cost: $0 

5. Remove exhaust fans in six offices.   
Estimated Cost: $250 

6. Add transfer fan to serve east vestibule.   
Estimated Cost: $650 

 
 
 
 

S O L A R C   A r c h i t e c t u r e   a n d   E n g i n e e r i n g   I n c . 
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Vehicle Exhaust System 
 
After reviewing the needs for vehicle exhaust capture with Dan Nicholson and discussing design options 
with three manufacturers, we have developed a schematic design for the vehicle exhaust system.  The 
design is a relatively simple one with three exhaust hose drops used to serve the four primary service 
areas.  The mechanical plan M1.1 shows the service areas marked Bay 1 through Bay 4.  Bay 1 will 
serve primarily cars and light trucks, so a 4” exhaust hose is sufficient there.  The other two drops will be 
6” hose capable of serving the largest trucks (350 hp diesel).  The dashed circles shown on the 
drawings indicate the reach of a 25 foot hose if mounted 8 feet above the floor.  Standard lengths vary 
between manufacturer, and custom hose lengths are available.  It is also possible to extend the hose or 
add a Y-splitter to either serve multiple vehicles or a dual exhaust vehicle.  Bay 3 can be served from 
both sides so can be used to service dual exhaust vehicles. 
 
The hoses can be mounted on spring or motorized reels or simply hang from a cable-supported sling 
which can also include a spring balancer.  The sling approach is certainly more cost effective, and may 
better suit the space as the hose drop can be more easily located away from the wall.  The cable from 
the sling would be guided through pulleys from the roof to a cleat or winch on a wall or column.  
Because of the high ceiling, reels would be mounted from steel frames attached to the steel girts or 
columns.  The spring balancer used with a sling would require similar structural support as the reel so 
that there is no load on the ductwork.   
 
In addition to the hose drops we show an exhaust arm mounted on the column between Bays 2 and 3.  
This articulated arm supports a 6” hose with a small fume capture hood at the end.  It is self supported 
and can be positioned near the bench surface to capture exhaust from small two-stroke engines or other 
fume generating operations.  This smaller hood is preferable to re-using the old welding hood located 
near the North West overhead door.  The size of that hood would require a much larger, dedicated fan, 
and the hood would require modification to work effectively.   
 
The exhaust fan selected can exhaust 1800 cfm at 5 inches water column of static pressure, enough to 
accommodate three 6” hose drops simultaneously.  The exhaust arm would have a damper to be closed 
when not in use.  To have sufficient volume at the exhaust arm, one of the 6” drops should have a 
damper or blast gate to control the volume.  If reels are chosen, the dampers can automatically open 
when the hose is extended. 
 
Recommendations: 

1. Vehicle Exhaust system - Sling with pulley and cleat 
Estimated Cost: $12,800-$16,500 

2. Vehicle Exhaust system - Sling with spring balancer 
Estimated Cost: $14,600-$18,600 

3. Vehicle Exhaust system - Spring Reel 
Estimated Cost: $17,300-$21,500 

Cost estimates include demo of existing system and installation of new system. 
 
 
Shop Ventilation 
 
The addition of a general exhaust system will improve the air quality and working conditions for those is 
the shop, and allow smoke or fumes to be cleared from the space so they cannot migrate into the 
adjacent office areas.  We recommend a powered roof exhauster for general shop ventilation.  The 
selected fan will provide 12,000 cfm of exhaust which will clear the shop building in about 10 minutes.   

S O L A R C   A r c h i t e c t u r e   a n d   E n g i n e e r i n g   I n c . 
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S O L A R C   A r c h i t e c t u r e   a n d   E n g i n e e r i n g   I n c . 

 
We do not see this fan being run continuously, but only when there is a smoke event or some reason to 
flush out the building.  The addition of a variable speed drive to the system would allow the fan to be 
turned down for more modest continuous ventilation. 
 
We also recommend the addition of carbon monoxide and nitrogen dioxide sensors with alarm capability 
to activate the exhaust fan.  The alarm levels would be set to assure that the OSHA 8 hour exposure 
limits are not exceeded.  Two alarm levels can be employed - a low level alarm to open a louver or 
overhead door, and a high level alarm to activate the exhaust fan.   
 
We feel the added expense of a louver is not warranted as an overhead door could be operated by the 
exhaust control circuit.  The schematic design indicates that the South East overhead door be 
interlocked with the exhaust fan operation, with a limit switch to ensure the door is open before the fan 
comes on.  Manual operation of the fan would also be possible and a different door could be opened to 
focus the air to a different area of the building.  The fan should not be run without some relief openings 
as the negative pressure generated would make out swinging doors difficult to open - a safety hazard -    
or slam shut which could cause injuries.  If more control is desired as to which door is open, then limit 
switches could be placed on all three doors so that any one could enable the fan operation. 
 
Passive ventilation is also possible by adding gravity ventilators to the roof.  We feel that the powered 
exhaust system is necessary to enable the building to be quickly cleared of smoke or fumes and that 
gravity ventilators are unwarranted as an addition. 
 
Recommendations: 

1. CO and NO2 sensor 
Estimated Cost: $1200-$2000 

2. Powered roof exhauster 
Estimated Cost: $4800 

3. Addition of variable frequency drive 
Estimated Cost: $600 

 

We also recommend that the thermostats for the unit heaters in the shop be upgraded to 7-day 
programmable thermostats.  The unit heaters can always be turned off manually, but the programmable 
feature would allow the shop to be maintained at a low temperature overnight and pre-heat before the 
start of business.  

 Estimated cost: $450. 
 
 
 

- End of memorandum - 
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